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We live in an increasingly digital world which
has been accelerated by the global pandemic.
We’ve had to adapt to working from home, home
schooling and connecting with friends and family
over Zoom or social media. Our new consumer
survey (page 3) shows this has brought change
to how we read and how we access news and
content.
As we try to restore some normality, and as
industries/companies look to re-establish themselves,
the work of Two Sides is more important than ever
to explain the physical haptic connectivity of our
products, and that using paper is a sustainable and
an attractive way to communicate and for packaging.
We are working continually to ensure more people
than ever understand this through the Love Paper
campaign. We are grateful for the continued support
from national newspapers and magazines, who have
placed 116 adverts so far this year telling our great
sustainable story.
We want as many people as possible to see and
understand our messages and the facts about paper.
Throughout 2021, we will harness the power of social
media to do just that where, so far, we’ve reached
over 500,000 people with our facts and information
about the sustainability of print, paper and paper
packaging.

“

Our work wouldn’t be possible without the support of
our members. We are pleased to have welcomed 6
new members this year already. Thank you for your
support; Doveton Press, Nutshell Creative Marketing,
Umbrella Print, Cubiquity Media, Manson Group and
Arjowiggins.
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Love Paper
Love Paper in the News!
National Newspaper, The Guardian, has recently
introduced new paper wraps to enclose and protect
their Saturday supplements. They chose to showcase
the Love Paper adverts to launch and promote the
sustainable nature of their first paper wrap.
Love Paper has appeared on 6 paper wraps during
February and March, you might have seen it over the
Easter weekend!
During Q1 of 2021, 116 adverts featured in 47 different
national newspapers and magazines.

®

Find out more about Love Paper at: www.lovepaper.org

Anti-Greenwash
Messages such as “go online and save trees” imply that
going digital has benefits for the environment and are
extremely damaging to our industry. During 2020, the shift
towards digital accelerated making our work addressing
Greenwash more important than ever.
Since the beginning of the year, we have seen a continuing
rise in greenwash statements made by companies
looking to save money by pushing customers online.
Recent consumer research, conducted for Two Sides by
Censuswide, shows the huge damage this does to our
industry and how essential our activity is. So far this year,
we have successfully influenced 8 companies to change
their marketing communications, removing misleading
messages relating to print and paper.
Since the campaign began, globally we have changed 742
companies making misleading claims, with 170 of these
companies operating in the UK.
Just one example was TSB who agreed, following meetings
with Two Sides, to remove several misleading statements
which would have been sent to 5 million customers.

74% of consumers do not want to be pushed to digital
communications and demand the right to choose how
they continue to receive their bills and statements.
- Two Sides Trend Tracker Survey, 2021.

49% of consumers think that companies’ green claims
are misleading and about reducing cost.
- Two Sides Trend Tracker Survey, 2021.

To find out more about our Anti-Greenwash campaign vist: www.twosides.info/anti-greenwash/

Paper’s Place in a Post-Pandemic World
In April Two Sides latest study ‘Paper’s Place in a Post-Pandemic World’ was published specifically for our members. The
report aims to understand changing consumer perceptions towards print, paper, paper packaging and tissue products.
This is the first study of its kind by Two Sides which we intend to repeat biennially.

Consumers Don’t Understand
That European Forests Are
Growing

The Preferred and
Sustainable Packaging
Choice

Results of the 2021 study show environmental
misconceptions about paper still exist. Many UK
consumers believe that European forests are shrinking in
size (59%) where in fact, as we know, they are growing by
the equivalent of 1500 football pitches every day.

Packaging plays an extremely important part in
the purchasing decision. It displays vital product
information and is used to preserve or enhance
product quality.

Percentage of UK Consumers Who Believe
European Forests Are Shrinking/Growing
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Of those 59% of consumers that believe forests are
shrinking, 69% are 18 - 24 year olds (Gen Z). Although
more people do believe forests are growing (9%
compared to 4% in 2013), there is still a significant gap in
understanding.

Paper’s High Recycling Rate
Misunderstood
They also massively underestimate the paper recycling
rate, with only 17% of UK consumers believing the paper
recycling rate exceeds 60%. This shows a worrying
difference in consumer understanding of paper’s 72%
actual recycling rate (84% of paper packaging).
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Consumers were asked to choose their preferred
packaging material based on a range of
environmental, visual and physical attributes. These
packaging materials were paper/ cardboard, plastic,
glass and metal.
Of 15 attributes, paper/cardboard was the favourite
for 10, glass for 4, metal for 1 and plastic for 0.
To access this member only report go here
http://bit.ly/twosidesuk-members-resources
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Communications
How we communicate with both business professionals
and consumers about the sustainability of print, paper
and paper packaging is a key focus for us. Set to continue
throughout 2021, we have challenging targets to meet.
We aim to reach more business professionals and
consumers via social media, press and our websites,
ensuring that we continue to de-bust the most common
myths surrounding the industry.
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Membership
A reminder for all members, not just those who have joined
us, what benefit membership brings:
• Facts, primary research and information on the
effectiveness and sustainability of print, paper and
paper packaging.

Welcome New Members!
We are pleased to have welcomed 6 new members since
the beginning of the year!

• Use of Two Sides & Love Paper assets in your own
communications.
• Co-branding of all Two Sides resources.
• Regular E-news and Campaign Updates.
• The Page, an inspiring pro-print magazine.
• Events and networking opportunities, including our
Power of Print seminar.
• Expert advice and guidance.

About Two Sides
Founded in 2008, Two Sides is a not-for-profit, global
initiative promoting the unique sustainable and attractive
attributes of print, paper and paper packaging.
The Two Sides campaign is a collaboration of companies
from sectors including forestry, pulp and paper
manufacturing, inks, pre-press, press, finishing, publishing,
printing, envelopes and postal operators.
Two Sides operates throughout Europe, North America,
South America, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand.
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